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ZETA FUNCTIONS OF INTEGRAL NILPOTENT QUIVER
REPRESENTATIONS
SEUNGJAI LEE AND CHRISTOPHER VOLL
Abstract. We introduce and study zeta functions enumerating subrepresentations of
integral quiver representations. For nilpotent such representations defined over number
fields, we exhibit a homogeneity condition that we prove to be sufficient for local func-
tional equations of the generic Euler factors of these zeta functions. This generalizes
and unifies previous work on submodule zeta functions including, specifically, ideal zeta
functions of nilpotent (Lie) rings and their graded analogues.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Quivers, (sub-)representations, and zeta functions. Representations of quivers
over fields have been extensively studied; see, e.g., [7, 8]). Of particular importance in this
extensive field is the geometry of quiver Grassmannians, viz. algebraic varieties parametriz-
ing the subrepresentations of a given quiver representation with a fixed dimension vector
(e.g. [4]). Despite their obvious arithmetic significance (e.g. [6]), representations of quivers
over rings seem to have received much less attention. In this paper we study zeta func-
tions enumerating the subrepresentations of integral representations of finite quivers. In
the current section we define these terms.
A quiver is a directed graph, formally a quadruple Q “ pQ0, Q1, h, tq, where Q0 and Q1
are finite sets, called the set of vertices and arrows of Q, respectively, and h, t : Q1 Ñ Q0
are maps assigning to each arrow its head and tail, respectively. Arrows ϕ P Q1 with
tpϕq “ hpϕq are called loops.
For a ring R, an R-representation
V “ VQ “ pLι, fϕqιPQ0,ϕPQ1
of Q consists of a family of R-modules Lι indexed by the vertices ι P Q0 and a family
of linear maps fϕ : Ltpϕq Ñ Lhpϕq indexed by the arrows ϕ P Q1. We call V finitely
generated resp. free of finite rank if all the R-modules are finitely generated resp. free of
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finite rank. A representation over a global or local ring of integers is called integral. Given
an R-algebra S, we write
V pSq “ V bR S “ pLι bR S, fϕ bR idSq
for the resulting S-representation of Q. If R “ O, the ring of integers of a global num-
ber field, and p P SpecpOqzt0u is a non-zero prime ideal of O, then we write Op for the
completion of O at p.
If V is an R-representation of Q which is free of finite rank, say nι “ rkR Lι for ι P Q0,
we call pnιqιPQ0 the rank vector and rkV “
ř
ιPQ0
nι the (total) rank of V . If nι “ 1 for
all ι P Q0, then V is said to be thin.
Let R be a ring and V “ pLι, fϕq be an R-representation of Q. Given submodules
Λι ď Lι for all ι P Q0 such that f
1
ϕpΛtpϕqq ď Λhpϕq for all ϕ P Q1, where f
1
ϕ :“ fϕ|Λtpϕq , we
call
V 1 “ pΛι, f
1
ϕqιPQ0,ϕPQ1
a subrepresentation of V , written V 1 ď V . We call V 1 of finite index in V if |Lι : Λι| ă 8
for all ι P Q0. In this case, we set
|V : V 1| “
ź
ιPQ0
|Lι : Λι| ă 8.
For m P N, write
ampV q “ #
 
V 1 ďf V | |V : V
1| “ m
(
for the number of subrepresentations of V of index m.
Assume that ampV q ă 8 for all m. The (representation) zeta function associated with
V is the Dirichlet generating series
ζV psq “
ÿ
mě1
ampV qm
´s,
enumerating the finite-index subrepresentation of V . Here, s is a complex variable.
We will soon focus on representations V where the numbers ampV q are finite for all
m and, moreover, grow at most polynomially. This holds in particular if R is the ring
of integers of a global or local number field and V is free of finite rank. Under these
assumptions the formal Dirichlet generating series ζV psq converges absolutely for all s P C
with ℜpsq ą rkV .
If R “ O is a global ring of integers and V is finitely generated, then its zeta function
satisfies the Euler product
ζV psq “
ź
pPSpecpOqztp0qu
ζV pOpqpsq.
It follows from deep general results (cf., for instance, [10]) that each of the local zeta
functions ζV pOpqpsq is a rational function in q
´s, where q is the residue field cardinality of
the compact discrete valuation ring Op.
Example 1.1. Assume that Q0 is a singleton, represented by an R-module L, and fϕ “ 0
for all ϕ P Q1. Then ζV psq simply enumerates the R-submodules of finite index in L. If
further R “ O, the ring of integers of a number field K, and L – On, it is well-known (see,
e.g., [10, Proposition 1.1]) that
ζV psq “
n´1ź
i“0
ζKps´ iq,
where ζKpsq is the Dedekind zeta function of K. Note that ζV psq converges precisely if
ℜpsq ą n “ rkV , as the abscissa of convergence of ζKpsq is equal to 1.
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Locally, i.e. when R “ o is a cDVR of residue field cardinality q, we obtain (with t “ q´s)
(1.1) ζV poqpsq “ ζonpsq “
n´1ź
i“0
1
1´ qit
.
Example 1.2. Let L be a Lie ring (i.e. Z-Lie algebra), with (Lie) generators x1, . . . , xd.
We may interpret L as a representation of the loop quiver Q “ Ld with one vertex and
d loops. Indeed, if Q0 is a singleton and |Q1| “ d, then V “ pL, ad x1, . . . , adxdq is a
Z-representation of Ld. The zeta function of V coincides with the ideal zeta function of
L introduced in [10]; cf. Section 1.3.1. Example 1.1 is the special case of the abelian Lie
ring.
1.2. Nilpotent quiver representations and the homogeneity condition. Our main
result concerns integral nilpotent quiver representations satisfying a certain homogeneity
condition, which we now explain. Recall that Q “ pQ0, Q1, h, tq is a quiver and V “ pLι, fϕq
is an R-representation of Q.
A path w “ ϕ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϕn in Q of length n ě 1 is a sequence of arrows ϕ1, . . . , ϕn such that
tpϕiq “ hpϕi`1q for 1 ď i ď n´ 1. One calls hpwq “ hpϕ1q the head of w and tpwq “ tpϕnq
the tail of w. We also say that w is a path from tpwq to hpwq. Any vertex x P Q0 of Q is
considered as a path of length 0 with head x and tail x, and denoted by wx.
For a path w “ ϕ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϕn, write fw “ fϕ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fϕn and set
wpV q “ fwpV q “ fwpLtpwqq ď Lhpwq.
If wx is a path of length 0, then wxpV q “ Lx.
We say that V is nilpotent if there exists t P N such that wpV q “ 0 for any path w of
length t. If V is nilpotent, then the smallest c such that wpV q “ 0 for any path w of length
c but not for all paths of length c ´ 1 is called the nilpotency class of V . Note that our
definition of nilpotency insures that all representations of acyclic quivers are nilpotent.
Set
(1.2) L :“
à
ιPQ0
Lι.
For any ϕ P Q1 we extend fϕ P HompLtpϕq,Lhpϕqq to an endomorphism eϕ P EndpLq by
setting, for ι P Q0,
eϕ|Lι “ δι,tpϕqfϕ
Set
(1.3) E “ EpV q :“ xeϕ | ϕ P Q1y ď EndpLq.
We recursively define the upper centralizer series of V , viz. the flag
pZiqiPN0 “
´`
Zι,i, fϕ|Zι,i
˘
ιPQ0,ϕPQ1
¯
iPN0
of subrepresentations of V , by setting Z0 “ 0 and, for i P N0,
Zi`1{Zi “ CentEpV {Ziq :“ tx` Zi P V {Zi | xE Ď Ziu
and Zι,i :“ Zi X Lι. One can check that V is nilpotent if Zk “ V for some k P N0. In
this case, the number c “ cpV q “ mintk P N0 | Zk “ V u is the nilpotency class of V (or,
equivalently, of E).
In this article we consider finitely generated integral nilpotent quiver representations V
over a global ring of integers R “ O, say, satisfying the following assumption.
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Assumption 1.3. For each ι P Q0, there exists a free O-submodules Lι,1, . . . ,Lι,c ď Lι such
that
Lι “
à
jPrcs
Lι,j and Zι,i “
à
jąc´i
Lι,j.
Remark 1.4. Assumption 1.3 is closely analogous to [27, Assumption 1.1]. As the latter,
it is satisfied automatically if O is a principal ideal domain. It is only made for notational
convenience; see [27, Remark 1.1].
For i P rcs0 we set
Li :“
à
ιPQ0
Lι,i and Zi :“
à
ιPQ0
Zι,i.
We further set Lι,0 “ Lι,c`1 “ t0u.
For ι P Q0 and i P rcs0, let n “ rkV , nι “ rkOLι, nι,i “ rkOLι,i,
Nι,i “ rkO
à
jďc´i
Lι,j “
ÿ
jďc´i
nι,j “ rkOpLι{Zι,iq,
and
Ni “
ÿ
ιPQ0
Nι,j “ rkOpL{Ziq.
Note that
n “ N0 “
ÿ
ιPQ0
nι “
ÿ
ι,i
nι,i.
Our main results concern generic Euler factors of zeta functions of quiver representations
which satisfy a certain condition. The following generalizes [27, Condition 1.1].
Condition 1.5 (homogeneity). The nilpotent associative algebra E “ EpV q Ď EndOpLq is
generated by elements c1, . . . , cd such that, for all k P rds and j P rcs,
Ljck Ď Lj`1.
Remark 1.6. As in [27], Condition 1.5 is satisfied if E is cyclic (i.e. one may chose d “ 1) or
if c ď 2. It is also stable under taking direct sums of representations. The impact of this
fundamental operation on the associated zeta function is, in general, poorly understood.
The following is our main theorem.
Theorem 1.7. Assume that E “ EpV q Ď EndOpLq satisfies Condition 1.5. Then, for
almost all prime ideals p of O and all finite extensions O of Op, with residue field cardi-
nality qf , the following functional equation holds:
(1.4) ζV pOqpsq
ˇˇ
qÑq´1
“ p´1qnq
f
´´ř
ιPQ0
pnι2 q
¯
´sp
řc´1
i“0 Niq
¯
ζV pOqpsq.
As in [27], a version of the model-theoretic transfer principle ([5]) implies the following
immediate consequence in positive characteristic.
Corollary 1.8. For almost all prime ideals p of O and all finite extensions O of Op, with
maximal ideal P and residue field cardinality |O{P| “ qf , say, the following functional
equation holds:
(1.5) ζV pO{PJT Kqpsq
ˇˇ
qÑq´1
“ p´1qnq
f
´´ř
ιPQ0
pnι2 q
¯
´sp
řc´1
i“0 Niq
¯
ζV pO{PJT Kqpsq.
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Example 1.9. For c “ 1 we have E “ 0, whence the homogeneity condition 1.5 is trivially
satisfied. The functional equations (1.4) resp. (1.5) follow trivially from inspection of the
formula
ζV poqpsq “
ź
ιPQ0
ζonι psq
(cf. (1.1)), valid for any cDVR o, regardless of its characteristic.
1.3. Submodule zeta functions. In this section we explain how quiver zeta functions
may, equivalently, be seen as submodule zeta functions, and how Theorem 1.7 generalizes
previous results about them.
1.3.1. Submodule zeta functions and loop quiver representations. Let V be a finitely gen-
erated module over a ring R and Ω Ď EndRpVq be a set of R-endomorphisms of V; see [19,
Section 2.2]. The (submodule) zeta function of Ω acting on V is the Dirichlet generating
series enumerating the finite-index Ω-invariant submodules U of V:
ζΩñVpsq “
ÿ
UďV
|V : U|´s.
If the associative algebra generated by Ω in EndRpVq can be generated by d elements
c1, . . . , cd, then clearly ζΩñVpsq “ ζpV,pciqdi“1q
psq. Submodule zeta functions are therefore
representation zeta functions of loop quivers, viz. quivers Ld with one vertex and d loops.
The case d “ 1 has been treated exhaustively by Rossmann. In [17, Theorem A] he gives
a fully explicit formula for the submodule zeta function of any integral L1-representation
in terms of Dedekind zeta functions of number fields and combinatorial data. These two
types of ingredients reflect the Jordan decomposition of the endomorphism representing
the unique loop into a semi-simple and a nilpotent part.
For d ě 2, an important class of examples arises from ideal zeta functions of rings,
defined as follows. Let L be a commutative or anti-commutative ring (for instance, a Lie
ring), of finite additive rank. It is easy to see that the ideal zeta function ζŸL psq of L,
enumerating the (both-sided) ideals of finite index in L, is the zeta function of the adjoint
representation adpLq Ď EndZpLq of L:
ζŸL psq “ ζadLñLpsq.
If L is d-generated as a ring, then ζŸL psq is thus the zeta function associated with a rep-
resentation of Ld and thus fits into the general framework developed in this paper. The
representation is nilpotent if and only if the ring L is nilpotent.
Example 1.10 (Heisenberg). Consider the Z-representation V “ pZ3, f1, f2q of L2 by Z
3
and the two endomorphisms
f1 “
¨˝
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
‚˛, f2 “
¨˝
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
‚˛.
One checks easily that, for any cDVR o, subrepresentations of V poq are in fact exactly the
ideals of the Heisenberg Lie ring hpoq “
¨˝
0 o o
0 0 o
0 0 0
‚˛. In fact,
ζV poqpsq “ ζ
Ÿ
hpoqpsq “
1
p1´ q´sqp1´ q1´sqp1´ q2´3sq
;
cf. [10, Section 8]. The endomorphisms fi are the linear maps adxi, written with respect
to the Z-basis px1, x2, yq of hpZq “ xx1, x2, y | rx1, x2s “ y, y central yZ.
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It has long been known that nilpotent submodule zeta functions may or may not satisfy
the kind of local functional equation established in Theorem 1.7. (One of the smallest
examples where it fails is the filiform nilpotent Lie ring Fil4; see Section 2.1.) The homo-
geneity condition 1.5 was first proposed by the second author as a sufficient criterion for
such functional equations: [27, Theorem 1.2] is the special case of Theorem 1.7 for loop
quivers.
1.3.2. Graded submodule and graded ideal zeta functions. Let V and Ω “ xc1, . . . , cdy be
as in Section 1.3.1 and fix an R-module decomposition V “ V1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Va, not necessarily
compatible with Ω. The associated (graded submodule) zeta function ζgrΩñVpsq of Ω acting
on V is the Dirichlet generating series enumerating graded (or homogeneous) Ω-invariant
submodules of V; cf. [19, Remark 3.2]:
ζ
gr
ΩñVpsq “
ÿ
UďgrV
|V : U|´s.
Graded submodule zeta functions, too, may be seen as zeta functions of quiver repre-
sentations. Indeed, let Q be the complete quiver with vertices Q0 “ t1, . . . , au and arrows
Q1 “ tϕth | pt, hq P ras
2u, represented by modules Lh “ Vh for h P ras and, for t P ras
and k P rds, morphisms fϕth “ πhpck|Vtq, where πh denotes the projection V ։ Vh. Then
ζ
gr
ΩñVpsq is the zeta function associated with this quiver representation over R.
Just as in the ungraded case discussed in Section 1.3.1, important examples arise from
Dirichlet generating functions enumerating certain ideals. Let L be a ring as in Sec-
tion 1.3.1 with a fixed Z-module decomposition L “ L1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ La, not necessarily com-
patible with the multiplication of L. Then the graded ideal zeta function ζ
Ÿgr
L psq of L
with respect to L “
Àa
h“1 Lh, enumerating the graded ideals of finite index in L with
respect to this decomposition, is the graded submodule representation of adL acting on
L “
Àa
h“1 Lh, i.e.
ζ
Ÿgr
L psq “ ζ
gr
adLñLpsq.
Assume now that L is a nilpotent Lie ring of finite additive rank n and nilpotency class c
with lower central series pγipLqq
c
i“1. For i P rcs, set Li “ γipLq{γi`1pLq. The associated
graded Lie ring is grL “
Àc
i“1 Li. The graded ideal zeta function ζ
Ÿgr
L psq of L is the graded
ideal zeta function of grL with respect to the decomposition grL “
Àc
i“1 Li.
Theorem 1.7 implies that all the questions raised in [19, Question 10.2] have positive
answers provided that Condition 1.5 is satisfied. We collect further consequences of Theo-
rem 1.7 pertaining to (graded) ideal zeta functions in Section 2. In Corollary 2.1 we record,
specifically, the generic functional equations of the local graded ideal zeta functions asso-
ciated with the free nilpotent Lie ring fc,d on d generators and of nilpotency class c, for all
d and c.
1.3.3. Quiver representation zeta functions as submodule zeta functions. While quiver rep-
resentation zeta functions afford new perspectives on (graded) submodule zeta functions,
the latter actually comprise the former. Indeed, given a quiver Q and a ring R, let P be the
path algebra of Q over R, i.e. the R-algebra generated by the paths in Q with multiplication
induced by concatenation of paths. Then P – N ‘ R|Q0|, where N is the ideal generated
by paths of positive length. Given a representation V of Q with underlying module L, the
endomorphism algebra E “ EpV q is the image of the natural map N Ñ EndpLq induced
by V . Clearly, E is nilpotent if and only if V is. If we map paths of length zero, viz.
vertices ι P Q0, to the projections πι : L Ñ L onto the direct summands Lι (followed
by inclusion into L), then the representation zeta function ζV psq is the submodule zeta
function associated with the image of (all of) P within EndpLq.
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(We thank Tobias Rossmann for pointing this out to us.)
1.4. Methodology and organization. Our proof of Theorem 1.7 is based on generali-
sations of techniques and results from [26] and [27]: Section 4 develops p-adic machinery
which we use to prove the result in Section 5.
In [27] the problem of enumerating submodules invariant under “homogeneous” nilpo-
tent algebras of endomorphisms was approached using results of [26]. To this end, the
problem was reformulated in terms of integer-valued “weight functions” on the vertex sets
of the affine Bruhat-Tits buildings associated with groups of the form GLnpKq for a local
field K, viz. homothety classes of lattices inside Kn. These weight functions where then
shown to be amenable to versions of a very general “blueprint result” from [26], establishing
functional equations for certain p-adic integrals. This result has been used and developed
extensively to prove such functional equations for various kinds of zeta functions associated
with groups, rings, and modules; see, for instance, [1, 22, 18, 12] for related work.
In Section 5 we rephrase the problem of enumerating subrepresentations of homogeneous
nilpotent quiver representations in terms of weight functions on sets of tuples of full p-
adic lattices, generalizing those introduced in [27]. In Section 4 we generalize the p-adic
blueprint result from [26] with a view towards these generalized weight functions.
As many of their precursors, the p-adic (i.e. local) integrals in Section 4 are obtained by
localizing globally defined data. Our results about these integrals typically only apply to
all but finitely many “bad” places, which explains the need to exclude finitely many prime
ideals in Theorem 1.7. Corollary 1.8 follows immediately from the formulae for the generic
(“good”) places by invoking the transfer principle from model theory, which justifies the
“transfer” between formulae for p-adic integrals in characteristic zero and their analogues
in positive characteristic, provided the residue field characteristic is sufficiently large.
In Sections 4.1 and 5.1 we provide informal overviews of the two sections which, taken
together, form the technical core of this paper.
In Sections 2 and 3 we discuss our main result Theorem 1.7 in some special contexts,
viz. (graded) ideal zeta functions of nilpotent Lie rings and certain specific quiver repre-
sentations which do not come from this classical setup. While some of the examples we
develop in Section 3 are of a combinatorial nature, others give an inkling of the subtlety
of the variation of the Euler factors of a global quiver representation zeta function with
the place: general formulae involve, in an essential way, the numbers of rational points
of algebraic varieties over finite fields. This notwithstanding, both sections may be read
independently of Sections 4 and 5.
1.5. Notation. By R we denote a ring. Usually, it will either be the ring of integers O of
a global number field or a compact discrete valuation ring (cDVR), either of characteristic
zero (such as the completion Op of O at a non-zero prime ideal p of O) or of positive
characteristic (such as the ring of formal power series FqJT K over a finite field Fq). We
write p for the maximal ideal of a cDVR o and q resp. p for its residue field’s cardinality
resp. characteristic. By v or vp we denote the p-adic valuation on o, but also, by extension,
on vectors and matrices over o: if x “ px1, . . . , xaq P o
a, then vpxq “ mintvpxiq | i P
t1, . . . , auu. Occasionally we refer to a uniformizer π of o, viz. an element π P pzp2. In
general, however, the notation pm refers to the Cartesian product pˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆp withm factors.
We trust that the respective contexts will prevent misunderstandings. By K we denote a
field, usually a global or local number field such as the field of fractions of R.
Throughout, Q will be a quiver, with vertices Q0 and arrows Q1. Often we will write
a “ |Q0| and b “ |Q1|. Special classes of quivers discussed include, among others, loop
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quivers Ld, Kronecker quivers Ka, star quivers Sa and their duals S
˚
a. By V we will denote
a representation of a quiver over a ring R.
We denote by N “ t1, 2, . . . u the set of natural numbers and set X0 “ X Y t0u for
a subset X Ă N. Given n P N0, we write rns “ t1, . . . , nu; for m,n P N0 we write
sm,ns “ tm ` 1,m ` 2, . . . , nu. The power set of a set X is denoted PpXq. We write
I “ ti1, . . . , iℓuă Ă N0 to stress that i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă iℓ. We write t “ q
´s, where s is a complex
variable.
Given a property P , the “Kronecker delta” δP is equal to 1 if P holds and equal to 0
otherwise.
2. Graded ideal zeta functions of nilpotent Lie rings
In this section we discuss our main result in the light of some special classes of graded
ideal zeta functions of nilpotent Lie rings.
2.1. Fil4 vs. M4. Consider the class-4-nilpotent Lie ring
Fil4 :“ xx1, x2, x3, x4, x5 | rx1, x2s “ x3, rx1, x3s “ x4, rx1, x4s “ x5, rx2, x3s “ x5y.
(By convention, all commutator relations other than those following from the given ones
are assumed to be trivial.) It is known that its local ideal zeta functions ζŸ
Fil4pZpq
psq do not
satisfy a functional equation of the form described in Theorem 1.7; see [9, Theorem 2.39]
and [27, Example 4.1]. Informally speaking, the homogeneity condition is violated by the
“inhomogeneity” of the map adx2. Recall from Section 1.3.1 that this is an example of a
zeta function of a representation of L2:
Fil4 –Z Z
5
adx2adx1
Consider now the associated graded Lie ring
gr Fil4 “ xx1, x2y ‘ xx3y ‘ xx4y ‘ xx5y “: L1 ‘ L2 ‘ L3 ‘ L4.
(By slight abuse of notation we continue to write here xi P γjpFil4q for its image in
γjpFil4q{γj`1pFil4q.) The graded ideal zeta function ζ
Ÿgr
Fil4
psq is the zeta function of the
following quiver representation:
L1 L2 L3 L4
adx2|L1
adx1|L1
adx2|L2
adx1|L2 adx1|L3
However, the “inhomogeneous arrow” adx2|L2 is redundant, as obviously adx2|L2 “
ad x21|L2 . Omitting it yields the quiver representation modelling the graded ideal zeta
function of the maximal class Lie ring
(2.1) M4 :“ xx1, x2, x3, x4, x5 | rx1, x2s “ x3, rx1, x3s “ x4, rx1, x4s “ x5y.
The latter is easily seen to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.7. For the simple explicit
formula of the graded ideal zeta function, see [19, Proposition 3.5], where M4 goes by the
name mp4q.
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Figure 1. The quiver F3,3
‚ ‚ ‚
2.2. Graded ideal zeta functions of free nilpotent Lie rings. In [15], we investigated
graded ideal zeta functions ζ
Ÿgr
fc,dpRq
psq associated with the free nilpotent Lie rings fc,d on
(Lie) generators x1, . . . , xd, of nilpotency class c, for various rings R. By the above, these
zeta functions may be interpreted as zeta functions of integral (adjoint) representations
of quivers Fc,d on c vertices v1, . . . , vc, with exactly d arrows between vi and vi`1 for all
i P rc´1s. In our application, the vertices vi (i P rcs) are represented by free R-modules of
ranksWdpiq “
1
i
ř
j|i µpjqd
i{j , viz. Li :“ γipfc,dq{γi`1pfc,dqbZR; the arrows are represented
by the maps adxk|Li : Li Ñ Li`1, where k P rds.
[15, Theorem 1.1] paraphrases a formula for the graded ideal zeta functions ζ
Ÿgr
f3,3poq
, valid
for all cDVRs o. The relevant representations are all of the quiver F3,3 (see Figure 1), with
rank vectors pW3p1q,W3p2q,W3p3qq “ p3, 3, 8q. The paper also contains explicit formulae
for all c ď 2 and pc, dq P tp3, 3q, p3, 2q, p4, 2qu. For larger values of c and d, explicit
computations seem currently out of reach.
We made several general conjectures about graded ideal zeta functions associated with
free nilpotent Lie rings in [15, Section 6]. The one pertaining to local functional equations
is implied by Theorem 1.7.
Corollary 2.1. [15, Conjecture 6.2] For almost all primes p and all cDVRs o of residue
field cardinality q and residue field characteristic p,
ζ
Ÿgr
fc,dpoq
psq|qÑq´1 “ p´1q
rq
řc
i“1
´
pWdpiq2 q´pc`1´iqWdpiqs
¯
ζ
Ÿgr
fc,dpoq
psq.
Indeed, the adjoint representation is clearly homogeneous in the sense of Condition 1.5.
Corollary 2.1 is a graded analogue of [27, Theorem 4.4].
2.3. Some Lie rings of maximal class and their amalgams. Given an (integer)
partition λ “ pλ1, . . . , λrq P N
r, with λ1 ě λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λr, consider the class-λ1-nilpotent
Lie ring
Lλ “ xx0, txi,juiPrrs,jPrλis | @i P rrs, j P rλj ´ 1s : rx0, xi,js “ xi,j`1yZ,
on 1 ` r Lie generators and of Z-rank 1 `
řr
i“1 λi; see also [27, Section 4.3]. For r “ 1
and λ1 ě 2 this yields the Lie ring Mλ1 of maximal class λ1 described in [9, p. 99]; for
M4, see (2.1). In general, Lλ is obtained by amalgamating several such Lie rings along x0.
Consider the special case λ “ cprq “ pc, . . . , cq of rectangular partitions. In [14, Chapter 4],
the first author investigated graded ideal zeta functions ζ
Ÿgr
L
cprq
poqpsq associated with Lcprq.
He derived explicit (if involved) combinatorial formulae for these rational functions, valid
for all residue characteristics, spelling out the cases pc, rq P tp3, 2q, p3, 3q, p3, 4q, p4, 2q, p5, 2qu
in detail. By the above, these zeta functions may be interpreted as zeta functions of integral
(adjoint) representations of quivers on c vertices v1, . . . , vc, represented by free R-modules
of ranks r ` δi,1, with exactly r ` δi,1 arrows between vi and vi`1 for all i P rc ´ 1s. In
[14, Theorem 4.2.12], Lee established general local functional equations for c “ 3. In
fact, Lee’s combinatorial approach easily extends to cover near rectangular partitions λ “
pcpr1q, 1pr2qq, where r1, r2 P N0. Combining Lee’s characteristic-independent description
and Theorem 1.7 yields the following.
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Figure 2. The star quiver S4
‚
‚ ‚
‚
Corollary 2.2. Let c P N and r1, r2 P N0. For all cDVRs o, of residue field cardinality q,
ζ
Ÿgr
L
pcpr1q,1pr2qq
poqpsq|qÑq´1 “
p´1q1`cr1`r2qpp
1`r1`r2
2 q`pc´1qp
r1
2 qq´pc`p
c`1
2 qr1`r2qsζ
Ÿgr
L
pcpr1q,1pr2qq
poqpsq.
Indeed, again the adjoint representation is clearly homogeneous in the sense of Condi-
tion 1.5. Corollary 2.2 is a graded analogue of [27, Theorem 4.8]. As in the “ungraded”
case treated in [27, Question 4.9] it is natural to ask whether the “near rectangle”-condition
is necessary for local functional equations for the graded ideal zeta functions ζ
Ÿgr
Lλpoq
psq.
2.4. Further examples. Quiver representation zeta functions being submodule zeta func-
tions (cf. Section 1.3.3) makes them amenable to the functionality of Rossmann’s computer
algebra package Zeta ([20]). In [19, Section 10], Rossmann reports numerous computations
of graded ideal zeta functions obtained with Zeta. It seems noteworthy that the formulae
listed in [19, Table 2] satisfy the relevant functional equation if and only if (!) they sat-
isfy Condition 1.5 with respect to the bases suggested in [13, Section 5.1]. This supports
the speculation that here, too, homogeneity may also be a necessary condition for local
functional equations.
3. Integral nilpotent quiver representations beyond nilpotent Lie rings
In this section we discuss examples of quiver zeta functions not arising from the “clas-
sical” context of (graded) ideal zeta functions of nilpotent Lie rings. Whenever these
examples exhibit functional equations of the form (1.4), they are explained by Theo-
rem 1.7. Representations of star quivers star in Section 3.1, their duals in Section 3.2;
representations of Kronecker quivers are the subject of Section 3.3.
3.1. Star quivers. Let a P N and consider the quiver Sa consisting of a vertices v1, . . . , va
and a ´ 1 arrows, all pointing away from the central vertex v1, describing a “star with
a ´ 1 rays”. Throughout, o denotes a cDVR of arbitrary characteristic and residue field
cardinality q.
We consider o-representations Vm,apoq of Sa, where every vertex is represented by o
m
and every arrow by the identity map.
3.1.1. m “ 1. In this case, we obtain a family of thin o-representations of Sa. Recall, say
from [3, Section 2.2], Carlitz’ q-Eulerian polynomial
Ca´1px, qq “
ÿ
wPSa´1
xdespwqqmajpwq P Zrx, qs,
where des is the descent statistic and maj the major index on the symmetric group Sa´1;
both functions are also recalled in [3].
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Proposition 3.1.
ζV1,apoqpsq “
Ca´1pt, tqśa
i“1p1´ t
iq
.
Proof. MacMahon’s ([16, §462, Vol. 2, Ch. IV, Sect. IX] (see also [3, (2.3)]) implies that
(3.1) ζV1,apoqpsq “
8ÿ
r“0
tr
ˆ
1´ tr`1
1´ t
˙a´1
“
Ca´1pt, tqśa
i“1p1´ t
iq
.
Remark 3.2.
(1) Note that ζV1,apoqpsq has a pole of order a at t “ 1 and p1´ tq
aζV1,apoqpsq
ˇˇ
t“1
“ 1
a
.
(2) The coefficients na,i of the generating function ζV1,apoqpsq “
ř8
i“0 na,it
i are the
numbers of compositions of i into a parts whose first part is maximal.
Example 3.3. The following formulae were obtained using Maple1.
(1) ζV1,1poqpsq “
1
1´t
(2) ζV1,2poqpsq “
1
p1´tqp1´t2q
(3) ζV1,3poqpsq “
1`t2
p1´tqp1´t2qp1´t3q
(4) ζV1,4poqpsq “
1`2t2`2t3`t5
p1´tqp1´t2qp1´t3qp1´t4q
(5) ζV1,5poqpsq “
1`3t2`5t3`3t4`3t5`5t6`3t7`t9
p1´tqp1´t2qp1´t3qp1´t4qp1´t5q
(6) ζV1,6poqpsq “
1`4t2`9t3`9t4`10t5`16t6`22t7`16t8`10t9`9t10`9t11`4t12`t14
p1´tqp1´t2qp1´t3qp1´t4qp1´t5qp1´t6q
(7) ζV1,7poqpsq “
N1,7pq,tqś7
i“1p1´t
iq
,
where
N1,7pq, tq “ 1` 5t
2 ` 14t3 ` 19t4 ` 24t5 ` 40t6 ` 66t7 ` 80t8 ` 76t9 ` 70t10`
76t11 ` 80t12 ` 66t13 ` 40t14 ` 24t15 ` 19t16 ` 14t17 ` 5t18 ` t20.
3.1.2. m “ 2. Given an integer partition λ “ pλ1, λ2q let ζλ,opsq be the Dirichlet polynomial
enumerating the o-submodules of the finite o-module o{pλ1 ˆ o{pλ2 ; if o “ Zp, this is just
the “subgroup zeta function” enumerating the subgroups of the finite abelian p-group
Cpλ1 ˆCpλ2 . It is easy to write down an explicit formula for ζλ,opsq—in principle also for a
general partition—using, e.g., a formula due to Birkhoff; see, for example, [21, Section 2.5].
It is obviously a polynomial in q and t “ q´s. Given a lattice Λ ď o2 of finite index, we
write λpo2{Λq “ λ if o2{Λ has type λ.
Proposition 3.4.
(3.2) ζV2,apoqpsq “
8ÿ
r0“0
t2r0
˜`
ζpr0,r0q,opsq
˘a´1
`
ˆ
2
1
˙
q´1
8ÿ
r1“1
pqtqr1
`
ζpr0`r1,r0q,opsq
˘a´1¸
.
Proof. Clearly
ζV2,apoqpsq “
ÿ
Λiďo
2, iPras,
Λ1ďΛj , jPt2,...,au
ź
iPras
|o2 : Λi|
´s “
ÿ
Λ1ďo2
|o2 : Λ1|
´s
`
ζλpo2{Λ1q,opsq
˘a´1
.
The statement now follows from the well-known formula (r0, r1 P N0)
#
 
Λ ď o2 | λpo2{Λq “ pr0 ` r1, r0q
(
“
#
1, if r1 “ 0,`
2
1
˘
q´1
qr1 , if r1 ą 0.

Example 3.5. The following formulae were obtained using Maple.
1Maple is a trademark of Waterloo Maple Inc.
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Figure 3. The dual star quiver S˚4
‚
‚ ‚
‚
(1) ζV2,1poqpsq “
1
p1´tqp1´qtq
(2) ζV2,2poqpsq “
1
p1´tqp1´t2qp1´qtqp1´qt2q
(3) ζV2,3poqpsq “
p1`t2qp1´qt4q
p1´tqp1´t2qp1´t3qp1´qtqp1´qt2q2p1´qt3q
(4) ζV2,4poqpsq “
N2,4pq,tq
p1`t´t3´t4qp1´t`t2´t3qp1´tq2p1´q3t5qp1´qt2q2p1´qt3q2p1´qt4qp1´qtq
,
where
N2,4pq, tq “ 1´ t` 3t
2 ` qt2 ´ t3 ` q2t4 ´ qt4 ` t4 ` qt5 ´ 5qt6 ` qt7 ´ 3q2t7
´ 2q3t7 ´ 5qt8 ´ 2q3t9 ` q2t9 ` 2qt9 ´ 2q4t10 ´ q3t10 ` 2q2t10
` 5q4t11 ´ q4t12 ` 3q3t12 ` 2q2t12 ` 5q4t13 ´ q4t14
´ q5t15 ` q4t15 ´ q3t15 ` q5t16 ´ q4t17 ´ 3q5t17 ` q5t18 ´ q5t19.
Remark 3.6. Viewing (3.2) as a (q-analogue of a) generalization of MacMahon’s for-
mula (3.1), it remains a challenge to compute and interpret combinatorially formulae for
local zeta functions of star quiver representations of the form Vm,apoq.
3.2. Dual star quivers. For a P N let S˚a be the dual of the quiver Sa, consisting of a
vertices v1, . . . , va and a´ 1 arrows, all pointing towards the central vertex v1.
3.2.1. We first consider dual representations V ˚m,apoq of the representations Vm,apoq intro-
duced in Section 3.1. Recall that every vertex is represented by om and every arrow by
the identity map. It turns out that—in contrast to the zeta functions ζVm,apoqpsq discussed
in Section 3.1—the associated zeta functions have a rather simple form.
Proposition 3.7.
ζV ˚m,apoqpsq “ ζompasq ζompsq
a´1.
Proof. This follows immediately from the observation that
ζV ˚m,apoqpsq “ ÿ
Λiďom, iPras,
ΛjďΛ1, jPt2,...,au
ź
iPras
|om : Λi|
´s “
ÿ
Λ1ďom
|om : Λ1|
´sa
aź
j“2
ÿ
Λ1jďΛ1
|Λ1 : Λ
1
j|
´s. 
3.2.2. The following example hints at the general fact that, even in small examples,
geometric as well as arithmetic considerations need to complement the combinatorial ar-
guments we have encountered so far. This phenomenon will also feature in Section 3.3 and
foreshadows the general situation set out in Sections 4 and 5.
Consider the Z-representation V of S‹4 described in Figure 4.
Proposition 3.8.
(3.3) ζV poqpsq “
1` 2t3 ´ 2t4 ´ t7
p1´ t5qp1 ´ tq3p1´ qt4qp1´ t3q
.
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Figure 4. An integral representation of the dual star quiver S˚4
Z2
Z Z
Z
(id, id)
(0, id) (id, 0)
Sketch of proof. Clearly
ζV poqpsq “
ÿ
pm1,m2,m3qPN30, Λďo
2
pm1,0q,p0,m2q,pm3,m3qPΛ
|o2 : Λ|´stm1`m2`m3
“
1
1´ t5
ÿ
pm1,m2,m3qPN30, Λďo
2 maximal
p‹qpm1 ,0q,p0,m2q,pm3,m3qPΛ
|o2 : Λ|´stm1`m2`m3 .
Assume that the maximal lattice Λ ď o2 is the row span of the matrix M P Mat2poq,
encoding coordinates of vectors with respect to the standard basis. As in Section 5.3 we
write M “ Dα´1 for D “ diagpπr, 1q for r P N0 and α “ pαijq P GL2poq. Without loss of
generality we may assume that r ą 0. Condition (‹) is equivalent to
diagpm1,m2,m3q
¨˝
1 0
0 1
1 1
‚˛Ď Dα´1,
viz.
(3.4) m1α11 ” m2α21 ” m3pα11 ` α21q ” 0 mod p
r.
Consider α “ pα11 : α21q as an element of P
1po{prq. Essentially we need to count solutions
to the congruence XY pX`Y q ” 0 in P1po{prq. We proceed by a case distinction according
to the reduction of α modulo p.
˝ For the q`1´3 points of P1pFqq which are not reductions modulo p of solutions to
this congruence, the congruence (3.4) is only satisfied ifm1 ” m2 ” m3 ” 0 mod p
r.
Noting that there are qr´1 lattices with elementary divisor type pr, 0q below every
one of type p1, 0q, this leads to a geometric progression
Zgenpq, tq :“
1
p1´ tq3
¨
t4
1´ qt4
.
˝ For the three solutions of XY pX`Y q ” 0 mod p we obtain the following. Counting
lattices “below” a fixed solution α0 P P
1pFqq yields the geometric progression
Zexcpq, tq :“
1
p1´ tq3
8ÿ
r“1
rÿ
A“1
#tx P o{pr | x ” α0 mod p
r, vpxq “ Aut4r´A.
But, for 1 ď A ď r,
rÿ
A“1
#tx P o{pr | x ” α0 mod p
r, vpxq “ Au “
#
1, if A “ r,
p1´ q´1qqr´A, if A ă r.
A quick calculation yields Zexcpq, tq “
1
p1´tq3
¨ t
3p1´t4q
p1´qt4qp1´t3q
.
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We conclude by computing
ζV poqpsq “
1
1´ t5
p1` pq ` 1´ 3qZgenpq, tq ` 3Zexcpq, tqq
“
1` 2t3 ´ 2t4 ´ t7
p1´ t5qp1´ tq3p1´ qt4qp1 ´ t3q
. 
3.3. Kronecker quivers. For b P N0, consider the Kronecker quiver Kb consisting of two
vertices and b arrows between them, all in the same direction. Let R be a global ring of
integers or a cDVR.
3.3.1. b “ 1. An R-representation V of the Kronecker quiver K1
‚ ‚
is given by a map ϕ P HomRpR
n1 , Rn2q for n1, n2 P N0. The following lemma, which is
similar to [10, Lemma 6.1], is a simple consequence of the rank-nullity theorem; we omit
its proof. We denote by impϕqiso the isolator of impϕq in Rn2 , viz. the largest submodule
Λ ď Rn2 containing impϕq such that Rn2{Λ is torsion.
Lemma 3.9. Assume that the image of ϕ has rank i. Then
(3.5) ζV psq “ | impϕq
iso : impϕq|´s¨˜
iź
j“1
ζRp2s´ j ` 1q
¸˜
n2ź
k“i`1
ζRps´ k ` 1q
¸˜
n1ź
l“1
ζRps´ l ` 1q
¸
.
We note that, if R “ O is a global ring of integers, the factors of the Euler prod-
uct ζV psq “
ś
pPSpecpOqzt0u ζV pOpqpsq are finitely uniform: there exists a rational function
Wn1,n2,ipX,Y q P QpX,Y q, depending only on the rank vector pn1, n2q and i “ rkpimpϕqq,
such that, for almost all prime ideal p of O, we have
ζV pOpqpsq “Wn1,n2,ipqp, q
´s
p q.
We shall see in the next section that this phenomenon is the exception, rather than the
rule, for zeta functions of representations of Kronecker quivers Kn for n ą 1.
3.3.2. b “ 2. Consider the following Z-representation V of the Kronecker quiver K2
Z2 Z2
f1
f2
with maps f1 “ id, f2 “
ˆ
0 1
´1 0
˙
.
Proposition 3.10. Let o be a cDVR of odd residue field cardinality q. Then
ζV poqpsq “
#
p1`t2qp1´t3q
p1´t4qp1´qt3qp1´t2qp1´tqp1´qtq
, if q ” 1 mod p4q,
1`t3
p1´t4qp1´qt3qp1´tqp1´qtq
, if q ” 3 mod p4q.
Sketch of proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.8, write
ζV poqpsq “
ÿ
Λ1,Λ2ďo2,
fipΛ1qďΛ2, iPt1,2u
|o2 : Λ1|
´s|o2 : Λ2|
´s
“
1
1´ t4
ÿ
Λ1,Λ2ďo2,Λ2 maximal
p‹qfipΛ1qďΛ2, iPt1,2u
|o2 : Λ1|
´s|o2 : Λ2|
´s
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Assume that the maximal lattice Λ2 ď o
2 is the row span of the matrix M “ Dα´1 P
Mat2poq, with D “ diagpπ
r, 1q for r P N0 and α “ pαijq P GL2poq as before. Condition (‹)
is equivalent to
Λ1
ˆ
α11 ´α21
α21 α11
˙
” 0 mod pr.
If q ” 3 mod p4q, then the matrix is invertible and the index is q2r, leading to a factor
ζo2psq
´
1`
`
2
1
˘
q´1
qt3
1´qt3
¯
“ 1`t
3
p1´tqp1´qtqp1´qt3 q
. If q ” 1 mod p4q, then the matrix’ determi-
nant splits into two distinct linear forms; a mild modification of the proof of Proposition 3.8
yields the result. 
3.3.3. b “ 3. Let M1 “ M2 “ Z
3, with Z-bases px1, x2, x3q resp. py1, y2, y3q. Let D be a
non-zero integer and consider the triple f “ pf1, f2, f3q :M1 ÑM2 defined by
pfjpxiqq1ďi,jď3 “
¨˝
Dy3 y1 y2
y1 y3 0
y2 0 y1
‚˛“: Mpyq.
We thus obtain a Z-representation V “ ppM1,M2q, fq of the Kronecker quiver K3. Note
that detpMpyqq defines the (projective) elliptic curve E given by Y 2 “ X3 ´DX.
Proposition 3.11. Let o be a cDVR of residue field cardinality q with pq, 2Dq “ 1. Then
ζV poqpsq “W1pq, q
´sq ` |EpFqq|W2pq, q
´sq,
where
W1pq, tq “
1` pq ` 1qpt4 ` t5q ` qt9
p1´ tqp1´ qtqp1´ q2tqp1´ q2t4qp1´ q2t5qp1 ´ t6q
,
W2pq, tq “
p1´ t2qt2p1` qt5q
p1´ tqp1´ qtqp1´ q2tqp1´ q2t4qp1´ q2t5qp1 ´ qt2qp1´ t6q
.
In particular, for these rings o, the following functional equation holds:
ζV poqpsq
ˇˇ
qÑq´1
“ qp
3
2q`p
3
2q´p6`3qsζV poqpsq.
Sketch of proof. Analogous to [23, p. 1031]. For the functional equation, observe that
|EpFqq||qÑq´1 “ q
´1|EpFqq|,
W1pq
´1, t´1q “ q6t9W1pq, tq,
W2pq
´1, t´1q “ q7t9W2pq, tq. 
Note that this example is not (finitely) uniform, as the function p ÞÑ |EpFpq| is not. In
a very similar way, one obtains close analogues of [24, Theorem 3].
4. Functional equations for a class of p-adic integrals
In [26], the second author studied a family of p-adic integrals generalising Igusa’s local
zeta functions, proving a general “blueprint result” on functional equations for such inte-
grals. In this section we prove a generalisation of this result. In Section 5 we will use it to
prove Theorem 1.7.
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4.1. Informal overview. In the following we stick closely—often, to ease comparison,
verbatim or with only minimal modifications—to the notation of [26, Section 2]. Before
we give details we discuss, in an informal and cursory manner, the main differences.
One motivation for studying the class of integrals defined in [26] was to capture al-
gebraically defined integer-valued “weight functions” on the vertex set Vn of the affine
Bruhat-Tits building associated with a group of the form GLnpKq, where K is a local
field, viz. full lattices inside Kn up to homothety. For this we considered the natural
action of the group GLnpoq, where o is the valuation ring of K, on the set Vn of homo-
thety classes of lattices. Note that GLnpoq is the stabilizer of the homothety class of the
“standard lattice” on Ă Kn under the natural action. By the elementary divisor theorem,
orbits are parametrized by matrices in Smith normal form. The valuations of their diag-
onal entries were encoded by one set of variables (“diagonal variables” x), the entries of
the diagonalizing matrices by another set of variables (“matrix variables” y). Crucially,
the counting problems considered could all be described by evaluating polynomials fpx,yq
which were monomial in x and became “locally monomial” in y after a Hironaka reso-
lution of singularities. If the dependency on the matrix variables defined subvarieties of
the quotient (flag) variety GLn {B, where B is a Borel subgroup of GLn, then the Weil
conjectures for their reductions modulo the maximal ideal of o translated, after a fair bit
of work, into the desired functional equations. For details, see [26].
In the current paper we treat, more generally, |Q0|-tuples of lattices Λι Ď K
nι , indexed
by the vertices of a quiver Q, up to simultaneous (!) homothety; see Section 5 for de-
tails. The p-adic integrals covered by our new blueprint result are specifically designed
to solve counting problems which may be expressed in terms of polynomial functions
fppxιqιPQ0 , pyιqιPQ0q which are, again, monomial in the “diagonal variables” pxιq (one set
of variables for each vertex of Q) and whose dependency on the “matrix variables” pyιq
defines projective subvarieties of the flag variety
Ś
ιPQ0
GLnι {Bι. In this paper’s main
application of the new blueprint, viz. to the proof of Theorem 1.7 in Section 5, pnιqιPQ0
will be the rank vector of the representation V of the quiver Q.
In the case that a :“ |Q0| “ 1 we all but recover the setup and results of [26]; cf.
Remark 4.1.
4.2. A new blueprint result. Let K be a local field with residue field characteristic p ą
0. Let o “ oK denote the valuation ring of K, p “ pK the maximal ideal of o, and sK the
residue field o{p. The cardinality of sK will be denoted by q.
For x P K, let vpxq “ vP pxq P ZYt8u denote the p-adic valuation of x, and |x| :“ q
´vpxq.
For a finite set S of elements of K, we set }S} :“ maxt|s| | s P Su. Fix k,m, a P N and
n1, . . . , na P N0. For each κ P rks, let pfκjqjPJκ be a finite family of finite sets of polynomials
in Kry1, . . . , yms, and let x1,1, . . . , x1,n1 , . . . , xa,1, . . . , xa,na be independent variables. Set
n “ n1` ¨ ¨ ¨ `na. Also, for each h P ras, we fix nonnegative integers ehικj for ι P rnhs. For
I “ pI1, . . . , Iaq P
ś
hPras Pprnh ´ 1sq and κ P rks, we set
gκ,Ipx,yq “
ď
jPJκ
¨˝ ź
hPras
ź
ιPI˚
h
x
ehικj
h,ι
‚˛fκjpyq,
where
(4.1) I˚h “ Ih Y tnhu.
Let W Ď om be a subset which is a union of cosets modulo pm “ p ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ p and
s “ ps1, . . . , skq be independent complex variables. With l “ lpIq “
ř
hPras |Ih| and
Wa “ o
azpa we define
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(4.2) ZgrW,K,Ipsq :“
ż
plˆWaˆW
ź
κPrks
|gκ,Ipx,yq|
sκ |dxI ||dy|,
where
|dxI | “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ľ
hPras
ľ
iPI˚
h
dxh,ι
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
is the Haar measure on K l`a normalised so that ol`a has measure 1 (and thus pl`a has
measure q´l´a), and |dy| “ |dy1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dym| is the (normalised) Haar measure on K
m.
Remark 4.1. Setting a “ 1 all but recovers the integral ZW,K,Ipsq defined on [26, p. 1191].
Indeed, in this case, Zgr
W,K,I“pIqpsq “ p1 ´ q
´1qZW,K,Ipsq. The factor 1 ´ q
´1 reflects the
occurrence of the factor W1 “ ozp in the domain of integration, which does not feature
in the integrand. Similar reasoning explains the apparent mismatch between the special
cases of Theorems 4.2, 4.3, and (4.5) for a “ 1 and their respective counterparts in [26].
We now assume that the polynomials constituting the sets fκjpyq are in fact defined over
a number field F . As in [26], we may consider the local zeta functions ZW,K,Ipsq for all
non-archimedean completions K of F . Also, recall the definition of a principalization pY, hq
with good reduction modulo p. Specifically, let pY, hq, h : Y Ñ Am, be a principalization
of the ideal
I “
ź
κPrks
ź
jPJκ
pfκjq,
where pfq denotes the ideal generated by the finite set f of polynomials, with numerical
data pNtκj , νtqtPT, κPrks, jPJκ .
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that all the sets fκj are integral and do not define the zero ideal
modulo pK , and that pY, hq has good reduction modulo pK . Then
Z
gr
W,K,Ipsq “
p1´ q´1ql`a
qm
ÿ
UĎT
cU,W pqqpq ´ 1q
|U |ΞU,Ipq, sq,
where
cU,W pqq “
ˇˇ
tb P Y pKq | b P EupKq ô u P U and hpbq PW u
ˇˇ
(where denotes reduction modulo p and W “ tpy1, . . . , ymq|py1, . . . , ymq PW u) and
(4.3) ΞU,Ipq, sq “
ÿ
pmuquPUPN
|U|
prh,ιqhPras, ιPIhPN
l
prh,nh qPpN
a
0zN
aq
q´
ř˚
h,ι rh,ι´
ř
u vumu´
ř
κ sκminjPJκt
ř˚
h,ι ehικjrh,ι`
ř
uNuκjmuu,
where
ř˚
h,ι :“
ř
hPras
ř
ιPI˚
h
.
Proof. The result is proved as [26, Theorem 2.1], except that integration is now over plˆWa
instead of pl, yielding the factor p1´q
´1ql`a
qm
instead of p1´q
´1ql
qm
. 
We now make the further assumption thatm “ n21`¨ ¨ ¨`n
2
a.We identifyK
n21ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆKn
2
a
with Matn1pKq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ MatnapKq and assume that the ideals pfκjq, κ P rks, j P Jκ, are
BpF q-invariant, where, for h P ras, BhpF q is the group of F -rational points of the Borel
subgroup of upper-triangular matrices in Gh “ GLnh acting on Kry1,1, y1,2, . . . , ynh,nhs by
matrix-multiplication from the right, and BpF q “ B1pF q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ BapF q. Let pY, hq, h :
Y Ñ G1{B1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Ga{Ba be a principalization of the ideal I “
ś
κ,ιpfκjq. Denoting, as
above, by V the subvariety of G{BpKq “ G1{B1pKqˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆGa{BapKq defined by I and by
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Vκj the subvariety defined by pfκjq yields numerical data pNtκj , vtqtPT, κPrks, ιPJk . We study
the integral
Z
gr
I
psq :“ ZgrW,K,Ipsq
for W “ Γ :“ Γ1ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Γa “ GLn1poq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆGLnapoq for almost all completions K of F .
Note that the Haar measure µ1 on Γ1ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Γa coincides with the additive Haar measure
µ induced from on
2
1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ on
2
a (and normalised such that µpon
2
1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ on
2
aq “ 1). This
implies that all the cosets of a finite-index subgroup Γ11 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Γ
1
a ď Γ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Γa have
measure µpΓ1q{rΓ1 : Γ
1
1s ¨ ¨ ¨ µpΓaq{rΓa : Γ
1
as, with µpΓhq “ p1´ q
´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p1´ q´nhq for each
h P ras.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that, in addition to the above assumptions, none of the ideals pfκjq
is equal to the zero ideal modulo pK , and that pY, hq has good reduction modulo pK . Then
Z
gr
I
psq “
p1´ q´1ql`a`n
q
ř
hPras p
nh
2 q
ÿ
UĎT
cU pqqpq ´ 1q
|U |ΞU,Ipq, sq.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of [26, Theorem 2.2]. Recall that Γ “ Γ1ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΓa.
For each h P ras, we write Γh as a disjoint union of sets
Γh,σh “ txh P Γh | xh P BhpFqqσhBhpFqqu ,
σh P Snh , where GLnhpFqq “
Ť
σhPSnh
BhpFqqσhBhpFqq is the Bruhat decomposition. Write
σ “ pσ1, . . . , σaq P Sn1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Sna and Γσ “ Γ1,σ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Γa,σa . Thus
(4.4) Zgr
I
psq “
ÿ
σP
ś
hPras Snh
Z
gr
Γσ,K,I
psq.
There is an obvious map γ : ΓÑ G{BpKq, and, by our invariance assumption on the ideals
pfκjq, the value of the integrand of Z
gr
I
psq at a point px,yq P pl ˆWa ˆΓ only depends on
x and γpyq. By taking the measure ω on G{BpKq which induces the Haar measure on the
product of unit balls op
nh
2 q of each affine chart satisfying ωpa` p
ř
hPras p
nh
2 qq “ q´
ř
hPras p
nh
2 q
and noting that µpB1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆBaq “ p1´ q
´1qn, we obtain
ZΓσ,K,Ipsq “ p1´ q
´1qn
ż
plˆWaˆVσ
ź
κPrks
}gκ,Ipx,yq}
sκ |dxI |dω,
where Vσ “ γpΓσq. The projective varietyG{Bmay be covered by varieties Uσ, isomorphic
to affine
ř
hPras
`
nh
2
˘
-space, indexed by the elements σ P
ś
hPras Snh , such that each V σ is
contained in Uσ and is a union of cosets mod p
ř
hPras p
nh
2 q. The result now follows from
Theorem 4.2, just as [26, Theorem 2.2] follows from [26, Theorem 2.1]. 
We now consider the normalised integrals
(4.5) ĄZgr
I
psq :“
Z
gr
I
psq
p1´ q´1ql`aµpΓq
.
Corollary 4.4. For U Ď T , let bU pqq denote the number of sK-rational points of ĎEU . Then
(4.6) ĄZgr
I
psq “ |G{BpFqq|
´1
ÿ
UĎT
bU pqq
ÿ
VĎU
p´1q|UzV |pq ´ 1q|V |ΞV,Ipq, sq.
Proof. This is analogous to [26, Corollary 2.1]. It follows immediately from the formula
given for Zgr
I
psq in Theorem 4.3, Definition 4.5, the fact that |Gh{BhpFqq| “
`
nh
rnh´1s
˘
q
for
h P ras and from the identity
cV pqq “
ÿ
VĎUĎT
p´1q|UzV |bU pqq.
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Thus
ĄZgr
I
psq :“
Z
gr
I
psq
p1´ q´1ql`aµpΓq
“
p1´ q´1qn
q
ř
hPras p
nh
2 qµpΓq
ÿ
UĎT
cU pqqpq ´ 1q
|U |ΞU,Ipq, sq
“
¨˝ ź
hPras
˜
p1´ q´1qnh
qp
nh
2 qµpΓhq
¸‚˛ ÿ
UĎT
cU pqqpq ´ 1q
|U |ΞU,Ipq, sq
“
¨˝ ź
hPras
|Gh{BhpFqq|
´1‚˛ ÿ
UĎT
cU pqqpq ´ 1q
|U |ΞU,Ipq, sq
“ |G{BpFqq|
´1
ÿ
UĎT
bU pqq
ÿ
VĎU
p´1q|UzV |pq ´ 1q|V |ΞV,Ipq, sq. 
Proposition 4.5. Let Lστ prq, σ P rss, τ P rts, be Z-linear forms in independent variables
r1, . . . , rl, rl`1, . . . , rl`a and X1, . . . ,Xl`a,Y1, . . . , Ys independent variables. For r P N
l`a
0
set
Xr “
ź
ρPrls
X
rρ
ρ
ź
ιPsl,l`as
Xrιι and mrpYq “
ź
σPrss
Y
minτPrtstLστ prqu
σ .
Define further
Z˝pX,Yq “
ÿ
rPNlˆpNa0zN
aq
XrmrpYq and ZpX,Yq “
ÿ
rPNl0ˆpN
a
0zN
aq
XrmrpYq.
Then
Z˝pX´1,Y´1q “ p´1ql`a´1ZpX,Yq.
Proof. Let
Z˝1 pX,Yq “
ÿ
rPNlˆNa0
XrmrpYq and Z
˝
2 pX,Yq “
ÿ
rPNlˆNa
XrmrpYq,
so that
Z˝pX,Yq “ Z˝1 pX,Yq ´ Z
˝
2 pX,Yq.
By [26, Proposition 2.1]
Z˝2 pX
´1,Y´1q “ p´1ql`aZ2pX,Yq,
where
Z2pX,Yq :“
ÿ
rPNl0ˆN
a
0
XrmrpYq.
Similarly, [26, Proposition 2.1] and the inclusion-exclusion principle give
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Z˝1 pX
´1,Y´1q “
ÿ
rPNlˆNa0
X´rmrpY
´1q
“
ÿ
JĎras
ÿ
rPNlˆNa0
rl`j“0 iff. jRJ
X´rmrpY
´1q
“
ÿ
JĎras
p´1ql`|J |
ÿ
rPNl`a0
rl`j“0 if jRJ
XrmrpYq
“ p´1ql`a
ÿ
rPNl
0
ˆNa
XrmrpYq.
Thus, indeed,
Z˝pX´1,Y´1q “ Z˝1 pX
´1,Y´1q ´ Z˝2 pX
´1,Y´1q
“ p´1ql`a
¨˝ ÿ
rPNl
0
ˆNa
XrmrpYq‚˛´ p´1ql`a
¨˝ ÿ
rPNl
0
ˆNa
0
XrmrpYq‚˛
“ p´1ql`a´1
ÿ
rPNl0ˆpN
a
0zN
aq
XrmrpYq “ p´1q
l`a´1ZpX,Yq. 
Corollary 4.6. For all I P
ś
hPras Pprnh ´ 1sq, V Ď T ,
(4.7) ΞV,Ipq, sq|qÑq´1 “ p´1q
|V |`l`a´1
ÿ
WĎV,JĎI
ΞW,Jpq, sq.
We record the following simple fact, whose proof is a simple computation.
Lemma 4.7. For all U Ď T,J P
ś
hPras Pprnh ´ 1sq,
(4.8)
ÿ
VĎU
p´1q|UzV |p1´ q´1q|V |
ÿ
WĎV
ΞW,Jpq, sq “ q
´|U |
ÿ
VĎU
p´1q|UzV |pq ´ 1q|V |ΞV,Jpq, sq.
The following definition is analogous to [26, (13)]:
(4.9) bU pq
´1q :“ q´p
ř
hPras p
nh
2 q´|U |qbU pqq.
The following set of “inversion properties” generalizes [26, Theorem 2.3].
Theorem 4.8 (inversion properties). Under the assumption of Theorem 4.3, for all I Pś
hPras Pprnh ´ 1sq,
(4.10) ĄZgr
I
psq
ˇˇˇ
qÑq´1
“ p´1ql`a´1
ÿ
JĎI
ĄZgr
J
psq.
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Proof. Starting with the expression (4.6) for ĄZgr
I
psq in Corollary 4.4 we obtain, by com-
bining Corollary 4.6, (4.9), and (4.8), that indeed
ĄZgr
I
psq
ˇˇˇ
qÑq´1
“
˜
q
ř
hPras p
nh
2 q
|G{BpFqq|
¸ ÿ
UĎT
bU pq
´1q
ÿ
VĎU
p´1q|UzV |p1´ q´1q|V |
¨ p´1ql`a´1
ÿ
WĎV,JĎI
ΞW,Jpq, sq
“ p´1ql`a´1
ÿ
JĎI
|G{BpFqq|
´1
ÿ
UĎT
q|U |bU pqq
ÿ
VĎU
p´1q|UzV |p1´ q´1q|V |
¨
ÿ
WĎV
ΞW,Jpq, sq
“ p´1ql`a´1
ÿ
JĎI
|G{BpFqq|
´1
ÿ
UĎT
bU pqq
ÿ
VĎU
p´1q|UzV |pq ´ 1q|V |ΞV,Jpq, sq
“ p´1ql`a´1
ÿ
JĎI
ĄZgr
J
psq. 
4.3. Local functional equations. For I “ pI1, . . . , Iaq P
ś
hPras Pprnh ´ 1sq we define
I
c “ pIc1, . . . , I
c
aq P
ś
hPras Pprnh ´ 1sq. By the same slight abuse of notation, we extend
other set-theoretic operations componentwise when we write, for instance, I YJ for pI1Y
J1, . . . , IaY Jaq, where I,J P
ś
hPras Pprnh´ 1sq. The Inversion Properties of Theorem 4.8
imply the following result, which is analogous to [25, Lemma 7]:
Lemma 4.9. For all I P
ś
hPras Pprnh ´ 1sqÿ
JĚI
ĄZgr
J
psq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
qÑq´1
“ p´1qn´1
ÿ
JĚIc
ĄZgr
J
psq.
Proof. Recall the identity n “
ř
hPras nh. By Theorem 4.8ÿ
JĚI
ĄZgr
J
psq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
qÑq´1
“
ÿ
JĚI
p´1qp
ř
hPras |Jh|q`a´1
ÿ
SĎJ
ĄZgr
S
psq “
ÿ
RP
ś
hPras Pprnh´1sq
CR
ĄZgr
R
psq,
where
CR “
ÿ
pRYIqĎJ
p´1qp
ř
hPras |Jh|q`a´1
“ p´1qp
ř
hPras |RhYIh|q`a´1
ÿ
SĎpRYIqc
p´1q
ř
hPras |Sh|
“ p´1qp
ř
hPras |RhYIh|q`a´10
ř
hPras |pRhYIhq
c|
“ p´1qn´1δRĚIc .
Indeed,
R Ě Ic ðñ @h P ras : Rh Ě I
c
h
ðñ @h P ras : Rh Y Ih “ rnh ´ 1s
ðñ @h P ras : pRh Y Ihq
c “ H
ðñ
ÿ
hPras
|pRh Y Ihq
c| “ 0
ðñ
ÿ
hPras
pRh Y Ihq| “ n´ a. 
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Now we prove the functional equation. Given an element w P Sb of the symmetric group
on letters 1, . . . , b we write
Despwq :“ ti P rb´ 1s|wpiq ą wpi ` 1qu
for the descent type of w. Similarly, given w “ pw1, . . . , waq P
ś
hPras Snh we write
Despwq :“ pDespw1q, . . . ,Despwaqq P
ź
hPras
Pprnh ´ 1sq
for the descent type of w. By ℓpwhq we denote the Coxeter length of wh P Snh , i.e. the
length of a shortest word for w in the standard generators for Snh , by w0,h the longest
element in Snh , both for h P ras. We also set w0 “ pw0,1, . . . , w0,aq P
ś
hPras Snh . We recall
the standard identities (cf. [11, Section 1.8])
Despwhw0,hq “ Despwhq
c, ℓpwhq ` ℓpwhw0,hq “
ˆ
nh
2
˙
“ ℓpw0,hq.
By slight abuse of notation we write ℓpwq “
ř
hPras ℓpwhq, specifically
ℓpw0q “
ÿ
hPras
ℓpw0,hq “
ÿ
hPras
ˆ
nh
2
˙
and ℓpww0q “
ř
hPras ℓpwhw0,hq. Let
(4.11) ĄZgrpsq “ ÿ
IP
ś
hPras Pprnh´1sq
ˆ
n
I
˙
q´1
ĄZgr
I
psq,
where, for I “ pI1, . . . , Ihq, we defineˆ
n
I
˙
X
:“
ź
hPras
ˆ
nh
Ih
˙
X
in terms of X-multinomial coefficients: if Ih “ tih,1, . . . , ih,lhuă Ď rnh ´ 1s, thenˆ
nh
Ih
˙
X
“
ˆ
nh
ih,lh
˙
X
ˆ
ih,lh
ih,lh´1
˙
X
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
ih,2
ih,1
˙
X
“
ÿ
wPSnh
DespwqĎIh
Xℓpwq P ZrXs.
Theorem 4.10 (local functional equations).
(4.12) ĄZgrpsqˇˇˇ
qÑq´1
“ p´1qn´1q
ř
hPras p
nh
2 qĄZgrpsq.
Proof. Using Lemma 4.9 and the Coxeter-group theoretic facts collected above we obtain
ĄZgrpsqˇˇˇ
qÑq´1
“
ÿ
IP
ś
hPras Pprnh´1sq
ˆ
n
I
˙
q´1
ĄZgr
I
psq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
qÑq´1
“
ÿ
wP
ś
h Snh
q´ℓpwq
ÿ
JĚDespwq
ĄZgr
J
psq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
qÑq´1
“ q
ř
hPras p
nh
2 q
ÿ
wP
ś
h Snh
q´ℓpww0qp´1qn´1
ÿ
JĚDespww0q
ĄZgr
J
psq
“ p´1qn´1q
ř
hPras p
nh
2 qĄZgrpsq. 
Remark 4.11. One may compare Theorem 4.10 with [2, Theorem 3.8]. The latter rests
on the technical [2, Proposition 3.10], an apparent analogue of Lemma 4.9. It remains a
challenge to determine whether the “generalized Igusa functions” introduced in [2, Defini-
tion 3.5] fit in to the remit of the p-adic methodology developed in this section.
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5. Functional equations for local quiver representation zeta functions
In this section we apply Theorem 4.10 to prove a functional equation for the generic
local zeta functions associated with nilpotent integral quiver representations satisfying the
homogeneity condition 1.5, viz. Theorem 1.7.
5.1. Informal overview. The arguments developed in this section are largely analogous
to those of [27]. To facilitate comparison, we follow this paper’s notation and terminology
closely. We briefly discuss the main differences.
Throughout, let O be a global ring of integers, p be a non-zero prime ideal of O. We
write o “ Op and K “ Kp for t he field of fractions of o.
As discussed in Section 1.3.1, the setup of [27] are nilpotent representations of loop
quivers. In particular, all arrows have the same head and tail, namely the unique vertex,
represented by a single module Lpoq – on. The task of enumerating submodules is ap-
proached by controlling the simplicial subcomplex they define of the Bruhat-Tits building
associated with the p-adic group GLnpKpq. The vertices of this complex, viz. homothety
classes of full p-adic lattices inside Knp , are parametrized by means of the action of the
group Γ “ GLnpoq on the building. The technical challenge overcome in [27] was to describe
the submodule condition in terms of polynomial functions on Γ which, if “homogeneity”
holds, were amenable to the p-adic integration machinery of [26].
In the current paper we consider subrepresentations of nilpotent representations of gen-
eral quivers. Here, the need to keep track of heads and targets of various arrows ramps
up complexity. Indeed, instead of a single lattice, we consider compatible tuples pΛιqιPQ0
of lattices Λι ď Lιpoq – o
nι . In analogy to the approach in [27] for |Q0| “ 1, we ex-
press the subrepresentation condition in terms of polynomial functions on
ś
ιPQ0
Γι, where
Γι “ GLnιpoq. The generalisation of [26] developed in Section 4 is taylor-made to deal
with these functions provided the homogeneity condition 1.5 holds.
To prove Theorem 1.7 we are looking to establish the functional equation (1.4) for
almost all zeta functions ζV poqpsq, enumerating the finite-index o-subrepresentations V
1
of V poq, written V 1 ď V poq. Recall that each such subrepresentation is of the form
V 1 “ pΛι, f
1
ϕqιPQ0,ϕPQ1 , for o-modules Λι of ranks nι. We write Λ “ pΛιqιPQ0 . Note that
such tuples may be identified with graded o-submodules of Lpoq “
À
ιPQ0
Lιpoq (see (1.2))
via the map pΛιqιPQ0 ÞÑ
À
ιPQ0
Λι. Clearly the property of being the support of a subrep-
resentation is really a property of the integral members of the (simultaneous!) homothety
class rΛs “ txΛ | x P K˚p u of Λ in pK
nι
p qιPQ0 : either all elements of rΛs support V poq-
representations or none does. By slight abuse of notation we write rΛs ď V poq in the
former case and set
SubRepV poq “ trΛs | Λ ď V poqu.
Recall that a “ |Q0|. Evidently, every homothety class rΛs of a-tuples of o-sublattices Λι Ď
Knιp contains a unique maximal integral element Λmax, i.e. Λmax ď Lpoq, but p
´1Λmax ę
Lpoq. As the intersection of rΛs with the set of all a-tuples of o-sublattices equals tpmΛmax |
m P N0u it thus suffices—in principle—to describe the elements of SubRepV poq and to keep
track of their maximal integral members’ indices in Lpoq. Indeed,
ζV poqpsq “
1
1´ q´ns
ÿ
rΛsPSubRepV poq
|Lpoq : Λmax|
´s(5.1)
“
1
1´ q´ns
ÿ
rΛsPSubRepV poq
Λ“Λmax
ź
ιPQ0
|Lιpoq : Λιpoq|
´s.
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Keeping track of the indices |Lpoq : Λmax| is easy (see (5.5)), so the problem of computing
the right-hand side of (5.1) is to identify SubRepV poq as a subset of the set V of all
homothety classes rΛs.
In the case a “ 1—the case treated in [27]—this set of homothety classes may be identi-
fied with the vertices of the affine Bruhat-Tits building associated with the group GLnpKpq.
In general, the disjoint union of the buildings associated with the groups GLnιpKpq may
serve as a geometric model. We will not pursue this vantage point.
The proof now follows the lines of that of [27, Theorem 1.2], with SubRep, Λ, and V
taking the places of SubMod, Λ, and Vn, respectively.
5.2. Cocentral bases. We identify Q0 with ras. For h P ras and i P rcs0 we write, as
introduced in Section 1.2,
nh,i “ rkO Lh,i, Nh,i “
ÿ
jďc´i
nh,j, and Ni “
ÿ
hPras
Nh,i.
An O-basis eh “ peh,1, . . . , eh,nhq of Lh is called cocentral if
Zh,i “ Zi X Lh “ xeh,Nh,i`1, . . . , eh,nhyO
for all i P rcs. An O-basis e “ ppe1q, . . . , peaqq of L is called cocentral if eh is cocentral for
all h P ras. By Assumption 1.3, cocentral bases clearly exist. Condition 1.5 is equivalent
to the following condition.
Condition 5.1. There exists generators c1, . . . , cd of E and a cocentral O-basis e of L
such that, for all k P rds, the matrix Ck representing ck with respect to e (acting from the
right on row vectors) has the form
Ck “
´
C
pthq
k
¯
t,hPras
P MatnpOq
for blocks C
pthq
k which have the form
(5.2) C
pthq
k “
ˆ´
C
pthq
k
¯pijq˙
i,jPrcs
P MatntˆnhpOq
for blocks
´
C
pthq
k
¯pijq
P Matnt,iˆnh,jpOq which are zero unless j “ i` 1.
Remark 5.2. Condition 1.5 is equal to [27, Condition 1.1], but Condition 5.1 is a proper
generalisation of [27, Condition 2.1], to which it spezialises in the case a “ |Q0| “ 1.
5.3. Lattices, matrices, and the subrepresentation condition. Let e be a cocentral
O-basis of L as in Condition 5.1. It yields an o-basis of Lpoq which we also denote by e and
which allows us to identify Lpoq with on and Epoq with matrices C1, . . . , Cd representing
the o-linear operators c1 . . . , cd.
As in Section 4.2 we write Γh “ GLnhpoq for h P ras and set Γ “ Γ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Γa.
A full o-sublattice Λ of Lpoq may be identified with a coset ΓM for a matrix M P
GLnpKpq X Matnpoq, whose rows encode the coordinates with respect to e of a set of
generators of Λ. If Λ is graded, then M is a block diagonal matrix
(5.3) M “ diag pM1, . . . ,Maq ,
where Mh P GLnhpKpq XMatnhpoq for all h P ras. If Λ “ pΛhqhPras, then the coset ΓhMh
is identified with the full o-sublattice Λh of Lhpoq. Let π be a uniformizer of o. By the
elementary divisor theorem, for each h P ras there exist
Ih “ tih,1, . . . , ih,lhuă Ď rnh ´ 1s, rh,nh P N0, rh,Ih “ prh,i1 , . . . , rh,ilh q P N
lh ,
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all uniquely determined by Λh, and αh P Γh such that Mh “ Dhα
´1
h , where
(5.4) Dh “ π
rh,nh diag
´
pπ
ř
ιPIh
rh,ιqpih,1q, pπ
ř
ιPIhztih,1u
rh,ι
qpih,2´ih,1q, . . . ,
pπ
rh,ilh qpih,lh´ih,lh´1 q, 1pnh´ih,lhq
¯
P Matnhpoq.
We write νprΛhsq “ pIh, rh,Ihq. Note that rh,nh “ vpMhq, the p-adic valuation of the
matrix Mh. We also write
νpΛq “ pI, rq,
where
I “ pI1, . . . , Iaq P
ź
hPras
Pprnh ´ 1sq
and, setting l “
ř
hPras lh “
ř
hPras |Ih| as in Section 4.2,
r “ pr1,I1 , . . . , ra,Ia , r1,n1 , . . . , ra,naq P N
l1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆNla ˆ Na0 “ N
l ˆNa0.
Recall that I˚h :“ Ih Y tnhu for h P ras and
ř˚
h,ι :“
ř
hPras
ř
ιPI˚
h
. Obviously
(5.5) |Lpoq : Λ| “ q
ř
hPras vpdetDhq “ q
ř˚
h,ι ιrh,ι .
We call Λ maximal if r P NlˆpNa0zN
aq and denote by Λmax the unique maximal element
of rΛs. We set
νprΛsq :“ νpΛmaxq P
aź
h“1
Pprnh ´ 1sq ˆ
´
Nl ˆ pNa0zN
aq
¯
.
In the sequel we will often toggle between lattices Λ (resp. Λh) and representing matrices
M (resp. Mh), extending notation for lattices to matrices representing them. We write,
for instance, rM s for the homothety class rΛs of the lattice Λ determined by ΓM and
M ď V poq if Λ ď V poq. We also write, given matrices A and B over o with the same
number of columns, A ď B if each row of A is contained in the o-row span of B. The
following follows trivially from the block diagonal structure of M .
Lemma 5.3. For k P rds and t, h P ras let C
pthq
k P MatntˆnhpOq be as in (5.2). Then
M ď V poq ô @k P rds :MCk ďM ô @h, t P ras, k P rds : MtC
pthq
k ďMh.
For h P ras, define the diagonal matrix
δh :“ diag
´
pπc´1qpnh,1q, . . . , pπqpnh,c´1q, 1pnh,cq
¯
P Matnhpoq
and set
δ :“ diagpδ1, . . . , δaq P Matnpoq(5.6)
The following is a trivial consequence of Condition 5.1.
Lemma 5.4. If c ą 1, then @h, t P ras, k P rds : δtC
pthq
k δ
´1
h “ πC
pthq
k .
For h, t P ras, r P rnts and k P rds, write pet,rqck “
řnh
i“1 λ
i
t,r,keh,i for λ
i
t,r,k P O. Then
C
pthq
k satisfies pC
pthq
k qr,i “ λ
i
t,r,k for r P rnts and i P rnhs. Let Yh “ pY1, . . . , Ynhq be
independent variables and set
R
pthqpYhq “
˜
nhÿ
i“1
λit,r,kYi
¸
r,k
P MatntˆdpOrYhsq.
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Note that c “ 1 if and only if p@h, t P ras : RpthqpYhq “ 0q. In this case, Theorem 1.7
holds (cf. Example 1.9), so we may assume c ą 1. For i P rnhs, we write αhris for the i-th
column of a matrix αh P Γh, so that R
pthqpαhrisq P Matntˆdpoq. The following lemma is
verified by a trivial computation.
Lemma 5.5. For all h, t P ras, αh P Γh, ∆ P Matntpoq, and Dh as in (5.4),´
@k P rds : ∆C
pthq
k αh ď Dh
¯
ðñ
´
@i P rnhs : ∆R
pthqpαhrisq ” 0 mod pDhqii
¯
.
We set, for h P ras
τphq :“
ÿ
ιPI˚
h
rh,ι, τpMq :“
ÿ
hPras
τphq, τ 1phq :“ τpM q ´ τphq.
Proposition 5.6. Given M as in (5.3), there exists a unique rm1 “ rm1pM q P N0 such
that, for all m P N0,
Mδ
m ď V poq if and only if m ě rm1.
In particular, M ď V poq if and only if rm1 “ 0. Moreover, rm1 ď τpM q.
Proof. For h P ras, writeMh “ Dhα
´1
h as above. Using Lemmas 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 we obtain
Mδ
m ď V poq
ô @h, t P ras, k P rds :Mtδ
m
t C
pthq
k ďMhδ
m
h
ô @h, t P ras, k P rds : πmMtC
pthq
k ďMh
ô @h, t P ras, k P rds : πmMtC
pthq
k αh ď Dh
ô @h, t P ras, i P rnhs : π
mDtα
´1
t R
pthqpαhrisq ” 0 mod pDhqii
ô @h, t P ras, i P rnhs : π
mDtα
´1
t R
pthqpαhrisqπ
ř
iąιPIh
rh,ι ” 0 mod πτphq
ô @h, t P ras : πτ
1phq`mDtα
´1
t pR
pthqpαhr1sq | ¨ ¨ ¨ |R
pthqpαhrnhsqq¨
diag
´
1pdih,1q, pπ
rh,ih,1 qdpih,2´ih,1q, . . . , pπ
ř
ιPIh
rh,ιqpdpnh´ih,lhqq
¯
” 0 mod πτpMq.
In the last congruence, we may replace α´1t by the adjunct matrix α
adj
t . Setting, for i P rnhs
and r P rnts,
R
pthq
piq pαt, αhq “ α
adj
t R
pthqpαhrisq,
v
pthq
ir pαt, αhq “ min
!
v
´
R
pthq
pιq pαt, αhqρσ
¯
| ι ď i, ρ ě r, σ P rds
)
,
and
mpthqpM q “ min
$&%τphq, ÿ
rďρPI˚t
rt,ρ `
ÿ
iąιPI˚
h
rh,ι ` v
pthq
ir pαt, αhq | i P rnhs, r P rnts
,.- ,
m1pM q “ min
h,tPras
tτ 1phq `mpthqpM qu,
we may rephrase the above equivalence as follows:
Mδ
m ď V poq ô @h, t P ras : m ě τpMq ´
´
τ 1phq `mpthqpMq
¯
ô m ě τpMq ´m1pMq “: rm1pM q. 
Definition 5.7. For a lattice Λ corresponding to a coset ΓM , we set rm1prΛsq “ rm1pMq.
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5.4. δ-equivalence. Recall the diagonal matrix δ defined in (5.6).
Definition 5.8. Lattice classes rΛs, rΛ1s P V are called δ-equivalent, written rΛs „ rΛ1s, if
there exists m P Z such that rΛs “ rΛ1δms.
Just as in [27], we will use the terms lattice class for a homothety class of lattices and
δ-class for a „-equivalence class of lattice classes. The proof of Proposition 5.6 shows that
in each δ-class C there is a unique lattice class rΛ0s such that rΛ0δ
ms ď V poq if and only
if m P N0. We shall say that rΛ0s generates Cě0 and write Λ0,max for the unique maximal
element of rΛ0s. Setting
Cě0 “ trΛ0δ
ms | m ě 0u “ CX SubRepV poq,
Că0 “ trΛ0δ
ms | m ă 0u “ CzCě0,
we obtain a partition C “ Cě0YCă0. For h P ras, letMh,c P Matnhˆnh,cpoq denote the matrix
comprising the last nh,c columns of Mh; one may also see this as a matrix representation
of the lattice Lh,cpoq.
Lemma 5.9. For almost all prime ideals p, the following holds for all M P GLnpKpq X
MatnpOpq: if M ď V pOpq, then vpMq “ vpMδq.
Proof. Recall that M “ diag pM1, . . . ,Maq. We proceed by induction on c, including the
case c “ 1. Indeed, for this base case the statement holds trivially (and for all p) as
δ “ Idn. Assume thus that c ě 2 and that the induction hypothesis holds.
We claim that for almost all p and all M , the minimal p-valuation of the entries of M
is equal that of the last block columns Mh,c of Mh: if π divides Mh,c for all h P ras, then
it divides the whole matrix M . Given p, set o “ Op.
For h P ras, let
M 1h :“ pM
pi,jq
h qi,jPr2,cs P Matnh´Nh,c´1poq,
defining the lattice Λh X Zh,c´1poq, where Zh,c´1poq “ Zh,c´1 bO o. Also let M
1 :“
diagpM 11, . . . ,M
1
aq P Matn´Nc´1poq, defining the lattice Λ X Zc´1poq. By induction hy-
pothesis,M 1 has the desired property that if π divides the last block columns M 1h,c of M
1
h
for all h P ras, then π divides the whole matrix M 1. The statement now follows as in [27,
Lemma 2.6]. 
Assume from now that p satisfies the conclusions of Lemma 5.9. For C P V{ „, define
ΞCě0psq “
ÿ
rΛsPCě0
|Λpoq : Λmax|
´s.
The following is proven just as its analogue [27, Corollary 2.7].
Corollary 5.10. For every C P V{ „,
ΞCě0psq “ |Lpoq : Λ0,max|
´s 1
1´ q´s
řc´1
i“1 Ni
.
Definition 5.11. Given M “ diagpM1, . . . ,Maq P GLnpKpq XMatnpoq as in (5.3) corre-
sponding to a maximal lattice Λ, define
m2prΛsq “ mintvpMh,cq | h P rasu.
We set rδ “ πc´1δ´1 and note that det rδ “ πřc´1i“1 pn´Niq and Că0 “ trΛ0rδms | m ą 0u.
Lemma 5.12. With wprΛsq :“ pc´ 1qrm1prΛsq ´m2prΛsq we have
ΞCă0psq :“
ÿ
rΛsPCă0
|Lpoq : Λmax|´sq´snwprΛsq “
8ÿ
m“1
|Lpoq : Λ0,maxrδm|´s.
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Proof. Analogous to [27, Lemma 2.10]. 
For later reference we record another formula for the invariant m2. Setting, for h P ras
and i P rnhs,
v
p2q
h,i pαhq :“ min
!
v
´
pαadjh qισ
¯
| ι ě i, σ PsNh,1, nh,cs
)
and
mh,2prΛsq :“ min
$&%ÿ
ιPI˚
h
rh,ι,
ÿ
iďιPI˚
h
rh,ι ` v
p2q
h,i pαhq | i P rnhs
,.-
we obtain
m2prΛsq “ min tmh,2prΛsq | h P rasu .
Finally, let
ASubReppsq :“
ÿ
rΛsPV
|Lpoq : Λmax|
´sq´snwprΛsq
“
ÿ
rΛsPV
|Lpoq : Λmax|
´sq´snppc´1q rm1prΛsq´m2prΛsqq.
Then one argues as in [27] that
ζV poq “
1
1´ q´ns
1´ q´s
řc´1
i“1 pn´Niq
1´ q´spc´1qn
ASubReppsq.
Thus it suffices to show that ASubReppsq satisfies the functional equation
(5.7) ASubReppsq
ˇˇˇ
qÑq´1
“ p´1qn´1q
ř
hPras p
nh
2 qASubReppsq.
To compute ASubReppsq we need, given a lattice class rΛs P V with νprΛsq “ pI, rq Pśa
h“1 Pprnh ´ 1sq ˆ
`
Nl ˆ pNa0zN
aq
˘
, to keep track of the quantity
q´spp
ř˚
h,ι ιrh,ιq`nwprΛsqq “ q´spp
ř˚
h,ι ιrh,ιq`nppc´1q rm1prΛsq´m2prΛsqqq
“ q´spp
ř˚
h,ι rh,ιpι`npc´1qqq´nppc´1qm1prΛsq`m2prΛsqqq.
Here we used (5.5), Lemma 5.12, and the fact that
rm1prΛsq “ τpMq ´m1prΛsq “
¨˝ÿ˚
h,ι
rh,ι‚˛´m1prΛsq.
To this end we define, given pI, rq as above, for m “ pm1,m2q P N
2
0,
N
SubRep
I,r,m “ |trΛs P V | νprΛsq “ pI, rq,miprΛsq “ mi, i P t1, 2uu|
and set
(5.8) ASubRep
I
psq “ ÿ
rPNlˆpNa0zNaq
q´s
ř˚
h,ι rh,ιpι`npc´1qq
ÿ
m“pm1,m2qPN20
N
SubRep
I,r,m q
snppc´1qm1`m2q,
so that ASubReppsq “
ř
IP
ś
hPras Pprnh´1sq
A
SubRep
I
psq.
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5.5. p-Adic integration. To establish the functional equation (5.7) (and thus (1.4)) we
express the function ASubReppsq in terms of suitable univariate substitutions of multivariate
functions of the formĄZgrpsq (see (4.11)). Theorem 1.7 will then follow from Theorem 4.10.
To this end, let x “ px1, . . . ,xaq P p
l ˆ Wa with xh “ pxh,ih,1 , . . . , xh,ih,lh , xh,nhq for
h P ras. (Recall that Wa “ o
azpa.) Let further y “ py1, . . . ,yaq P Γ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Γa with
yh “ pyh,i,jqi,jPrnhs for h P ras. We define sets of polynomials, for h, t P ras, and i P rnhs,
r P rnts,
f
pthq
i,r pyq “
"´
R
pthq
pιq pyt,yhq
¯
ρσ
| ι ď i, ρ ě r, σ P rds
*
,
f
p2q
h,i pyq “
!
pyadjh qισ | ι ě i, σ PsNh,1, nh,cs
)
,
and set, for I P
ś
hPras Pprnh ´ 1sq,
g
pthq
I
px,yq “
$&%ź
ιPI˚
h
xh,ι
,.-Y ď
iPrnhs, rPrnts
¨˝ź
ρPI˚t
x
δrďρ
t,ρ
ź
ιPI˚
h
xδiąιh,ι
‚˛f pthqi,r pyq,
g
p1q
I
px,yq “
ď
h,tPras
¨˝ ź
kPraszthu
ź
λPI˚
k
xk,λ‚˛gpthqI px,yq,
and
g
ph,2q
I
px,yq “
$&%ź
ιPI˚
h
xh,ι
,.-Y ď
iPrnhs
¨˝ź
ιPI˚
h
x
δiďι
h,ι
‚˛f p2qh,i pyq,
g
p2q
I
px,yq “
ď
hPras
g
ph,2q
I
px,yq,
and, for κh P rnhs,
gκh,I˚h
px,yq “
$&%ź
ιPI˚
h
x
δικh
h,ι
,.- .
With these data we define the p-adic integral
Z
SubRep
I
psq “ ZSubRep
I
´
ps1,ι1qι1PI˚1 , . . . , psa,ιaqιaPI
˚
a
, sp1qn , s
p2q
n
¯
:“ż
plˆWaˆΓ
›››gp1q
I
px,yq
›››sp1qn ›››gp2q
I
px,yq
›››sp2qn ź
κP
śa
h“1rnhs
ź
hPras
›››gκh,I˚h px,yq›››sh,κh |dxI | |dy| .
Here, s is a vector of complex variables; note, however, that sh,κh occurs on the right-
hand side if and only if κh P I
˚
h .
It now remains to prove that, for each I P
ś
hPras Pprnh ´ 1sq, the univariate (!) gen-
erating function ASubRep
I
psq is indeed obtainable from the p-adic integral ZSubRep
I
psq by a
suitable spezialisation of the variables s. We start by measuring the sets on which the
integrand of ZSubRep
I
psq is constant. More precisely we set, for m “ pm1,m2q P N
2
0 and
r P Nl ˆ pNa0zN
aq,
µ
SubRep
I,r,m :“
µ
!
px,yq P pl ˆWa ˆ Γ | @h P ras, ι P I
˚
h : vpxh,ιq “ rh,ι,mpx,yq “ pm1,m2q
)
,
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where mpx,yq “ pmpx,yq1,mpx,yq2q and, for h, t P ras,
mpx,yqph,tq “ min
$&%τphq, ÿ
rďρPI˚t
vpxt,ρq `
ÿ
iąιPI˚
h
vpxh,ιq ` v
pthq
i,r pyq | i P rnhs, r P rnts
,.- ,
mpx,yq1 “ min
h,tPras
!
τ 1phq `mpx,yqph,tq
)
,
mpx,yqh,2 “ min
$&%τphq, ÿ
iďιPI˚
h
vpxh,ιq ` v
p2q
h,i pyq | i P rnhs
,.-
mpx,yq2 “ min
hPras
tmpx,yqh,2u .
Then, by design, (cf. (4.5))
(5.9)
Č
Z
SubRep
I
psq “
1
p1´ q´1ql`aµpΓq
ÿ
rPNl0ˆpN
a
0zN
aq
q´
ř˚
h,ι sh,ιrh,ι
ÿ
m“pm1,m2qPN20
µ
SubRep
I,r,m q
´s
p1q
n m1´s
p2q
n m2 .
The numbers µSubRep
I,r,m are closely related to the natural numbers N
SubRep
I,r,m we are looking
to control.
Lemma 5.13.
(5.10) NSubRep
I,r,m “
`
n
I
˘
q´1
p1´ q´1ql`aµpΓq
µ
SubRep
I,r,m q
p
ř˚
h,ι rh,ιpιpnh´ιq`1qq.
Proof. Analogous to [26, Lemma 3.1]. 
Thus, combining (5.8), (5.10), and (5.9), we obtain
A
SubRep
I
psq
“
ÿ
rPNl
0
ˆpNa
0
zNaq
q´s
ř˚
h,ι rh,ιpι`npc´1qq
ÿ
m“pm1,m2qPN20
N
SubRep
I,r,m q
snppc´1qm1`m2q
“
`
n
I
˘
q´1
p1´ q´1ql`aµpΓq
ÿ
rPNl0ˆpN
a
0zN
aq
q´
ř˚
h,ι rh,ιpspι`npc´1qq´ιpnh´ιq´1q
¨
ÿ
mPN20
µ
SubRep
I,r,m q
snppc´1qm1`m2q
“
ˆ
n
I
˙
q´1
Č
Z
SubRep
I
ˆ´
pspιh ` npc´ 1qq ´ ιhpn´ ιhq ´ 1qιhPI˚h
¯
hPras
,´nspc´ 1q,´ns
˙
.
The functional equation (5.7) now follows from Theorem 4.10. This completes the proof
of Theorem 1.7.
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